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SALT LAKE CITY ̶ Days after the announcement that Utah ... management professional certification, and just five weeks ago, he was back in the workforce, this time as a project engineer at ...
Workforce Services launches campaign to help Utahns get back to work
"Audiology is the study of hearing and balance systems and the disorders relating to them," Kimberly Redford, a doctorally-trained audiologist with Intermountain Healthcare in Utah, explained via ...
Audiology and How to Become an Audiologist
Ida Habtemichael understands she s a statistical rarity. Black, female mechanical engineers make up less than 2 percent of the engineering workforce. A role model for those seeking STEM careers, she ...
Black engineers disproportionately face barriers in states with license restrictions
Most states allow licensed ... form a Professional LLC (PLLC). The PLLC covers professions in which the state requires a license, such as medical practitioners, lawyers, accountants, engineers ...
Types of Industries Allowed to LLC
Salt Lake City, Utah ... professional salon employees, which outnumber the 1.1 million lawyers in America. And the industry says it now needs more new professionals than it can supply. Licensing ...
Take Control: Where Are the Hot Jobs?
Inc. as a field application engineer supporting customers in Arizona, California, Montana, Wyoming, Utah, North Dakota, Nebraska, Nevada, Idaho, and South Dakota. He is an IEEE member and licensed ...
Brad Heilman
Carson High School is proud to announce that Senior Jeremy Heaton has accepted an appointment to attend the US Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md. for the fall of 2021. Acceptance into the US Naval ...
Congressional letters help send Carson High School senior to Naval Academy
Taylor brings over 20 years of finance leadership experience to Franklin Electric, including most recently as the CFO of Blue Bird Corporation.
Franklin Electric Appoints Jeffery Taylor VP, CFO
professional services, retail and other sectors that make up the Utah business community,

Phillips said.

I am thrilled to serve alongside other business and community leaders to help bolster ...

Bill Phillips, COO of Spectrum Solutions, Joins Salt Lake Chamber Board of Governors
You, a keen ArchDaily reader, probably took careful note of the architecture above anything else. Each of these means of knowing a city keeps specificities and riches, but none of them alone can ...
Architecture News
Hyperion Metals Limited (ASX: HYM) (

Hyperion

or

the Company

)is pleased to announce the engagement of Presidio Graduate School

s expert consulting division, PGS Consults to commence an ...

Hyperion Commences Sustainability Life-Cycle Studies
In addition, he has an engineering degree in industrial automation ... Michael chaired the Intellectual Property Section of the Utah State Bar and taught IP law and technology licensing as an Adjunct ...
Safeguarding Trade Secrets in China s Changing IP Landscape
With a background in electrical and computer engineering, Bravy runs ... must be installed by professional, no directional arrows without extra cost, permanent If you're reading this buyer's ...
Best radar detectors for 2021
Since solar installations often come with an upfront price that

s less attractive than traditional systems, engineers ... his master plumber license in 2004. He currently operates Team Cheever Design ...

Alaska contractor standardizes residential, commercial projects
As the state's legislative session wrapped up Thursday, lawmakers had passed well over 100 bills aimed at reforming New York's health care system. Among the notable bills that passed the Assembly and ...
Which major health care bills passed the state Legislature this session?
Hoppel, who obtained his real estate license in 2015 after attending Hondros ... STUDENTS GRADUATE: The Professional Development Center, a division of Flying HIGH Inc., recently held its spring ...
Business briefs
Amerigo Resources Ltd. (TSX: ARG; ARREF:OTC) (

Amerigo

or the

Company

) is pleased to announce the appointment of Margot Naudie and David Thomas to the Company

s board of directors. Margot Naudie is ...

Amerigo Announces Changes to its Board of Directors
"Our EGL platform continues to gain strong traction among top-tier professional sports franchises," Esports ... based AFS supplies independently-owned retail supermarkets throughout Utah, Arizona, ...
NA Proactive news snapshot: PyroGenesis Canada, RedHill Biopharma, Australis Capital, Energy Fuels, Marvel Discovery UPDATE
Diagnosing and addressing a hearing or balance disorder can significantly improve a person's quality of life. The ability to listen and respond to sounds and to move steadily without tripping are ...
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